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PRISM
TE cooled CCD

▶ TE cooled CCD was adopted for the lowest noise to provide a high 

    sensitive and dynamic range

▶ USB plug and play - no controller box

▶ A variety of CCD options is available by user request

▶ Several types of CCD detector with 90% QE can be integrated with PRISM

Integrating all set into single frame

▶ Fully automated system

▶ Automated calibration(optional) of spectrometer and all microscope 

    switching components, including filter, laser power and image switching

▶ Easy to transport from Lab to Lab

▶ Compact size and easy to use

On-axis Interchangeable Grating Turret

▶ With on-axis grating turret, all aberration is corrected

▶ Easy to change grating turret with automated calibration function

▶ No limitation a number of selectable gratings

▶ Spectral resoultion (532㎚ laser) - 1.5㎝-1 per CCD pixel @1800gr/㎜

                                                  - 2.3㎝-1 per CCD pixel @1200gr/㎜

Variable Motorized Slit

▶ Precision entrance motorized slit

▶ The slit width can be adjusted between 10 to 1000㎛ with 

    10㎛ step resolution

Laser Power Controller

▶ Includes 11 steps motorized ND filter controller 

    for laser power control

▶ This will enable to minimize sample damage with 

    integrated automated optical shutter

Built-in Laser and Coupler

▶ Up to 2 wavelength available

▶ No need additional laser alignment, long term mechanical stability
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FEX
TE cooled CCD

▶ TE cooled CCD was adopted for the lowest noise to provide a high 

    sensitive and dynamic range

▶ USB plug and play - no controller box

▶ A variety of CCD options is available by user request

▶ Several types of CCD detector with 90% QE can be integrated with FEX

Microscope Coupler

▶ Specially designed to be easily integrated with commercial microscope

▶ It can also be equipped with other multimodality imaging capabilities such as 

    reflected brightfield, dark-field, DIC and fluorescence imaging

Variable Confocal Pinhole

▶ Optimized 1 airy unit with continuous variable confocal pinhole

▶ This leads to a xy spatial resolution improvement as well as along 

    the optical axis(z-direction)

Laser Power Controller

▶ Includes 11 steps motorized ND filter controller for laser power 

    control

▶ This will enable to minimize sample damage with integrated 

    automated optical shutter

Laser Filter Selector

▶ Motorized 3-positioning laser filter selector (4-positioning on user request)

▶ Adopted ultrasteep long-pass filters allow you to investigate the weakest signals 

    closer to the laser line

▶ FEX filters configuration are designed to minimize Rayleigh line and maximize SNR
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On-axis Interchangeable Grating Turret

▶ With on-axis grating turret, all aberration is corrected

▶ Easy to change grating turret with automated calibration function

▶ No limitation a number of selectable gratings

▶ Spectral resoultion (532㎚ laser) - 1.5㎝-1 per CCD pixel @1800gr/㎜

                                                   - 2.3㎝-1 per CCD pixel @1200gr/㎜

FEX - Upright

FEX - Inverted
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Interchangeable grating under software control based automated calibration
- Our interchangeable grating turret can be easily exchanged within less than 1 min
- No need any realignment of the instrument during grating interchanging procedure
- No number of selectable gratings limit

Motorized Pinhole

- 1200 gr/㎜ grating, Measured Neon 
  lines from calibration standard lamp

- Range : 580㎚ to 660㎚(up) 820㎚ 
  to 900㎚(down)

- Each RMS error = 0.0228 over 14 
  lines, 0.01 over 9 lines

- FEX has relatively very high RMS 
  calibration error compared to normal 
  Czerny-Turner spectrograph (Error 
  average < 0.2㎚)

Aberration corrected design based asymmetric Czemy-Turner with diffraction optics
- Excellently aberration corrected over the whol pixels on CCD array
  RMS spot radius on the CCD < 10㎛
- Excellently improved throughput and resolution compared to traditional Czemy-Turner 
  spectrograph
- Best performance for low light application such as Raman spectroscopy

To make sure optimizing confocality, confocal pinhole must be precision 
controlled in micron scale
- Optimized 1 airy unit with continuous variable confocal pinhole
- This leads to a xy-axis spatial resolution improvement as well as 
  along the z-axis optical direction
- Step size : 10㎛, Range : 30㎛ to 500㎛

Interchangeable Grating - High Accuracy (for FEX)Aberration Corrected Spectrograph
... ...

Traditional NOST

MOS2 Fast Raman Mapping
- 2,500 spectrum acquired in 58 sec
- 50 x 50 pixels
- 50㎛ x 50㎛

Fast mapping function is able to offer many advantages to the user
- It is possible to use readout times as short as around 10㎳ per 
  spectrum (depending on CCD model line; lower is possible too)

Aspirin Tablet Raman Mapping
- 250,000 spectrum acquired
- 500 x 500 pixels
- 1,500㎛ x 1,500㎛

Wide Range Mapping

There are no limits to mapping area imposed by the objective FOV
From micro area to macro area with micro spatial resolution
- Mapping max range : 75㎜ x 50㎜(depending on stage model)

Fast Mapping

... ...
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EzScan - Simple & Powerful Tool
EzScan is operation software for PRISM and FEX which allows to functions related with 
acquisition and analysis automatically

Basic functions
- Device control(Fully automated)     - Calibration(Auto, Manual)     - Spectrum acquisition     
- Optical image viewing     - Mapping

Special functions
- Spectrum & Image gallery (Snapshot)     - Spectrum scanning

We supply additional software for data viewing and analysis. This allows the user to 
experiment and analysis at the same time

Basic functions
- Single spectrum     - Mapping data     - ROI analysis

Special functions
- Auto baseline correction     - Arithmetic operation     - Report

SpectoLab - Analysis Tool

Arithmetic operation

Auto baseline correction - Polynomial Fitting / Savizuky Goaly / Mean Difference Equation(own development)

Single spectrum

- 2D & 3D chart
- Spectrum image view
- Spectrum overlap
- ROI Analysis

Mapping data

- Accumulated & Point chart
- ROI Analysis
- 2D & 3D pseudo image
- Dynamic adjust intensity range

Optical Image Viewing & Spectrum Acquisition Mapping

Spectrum & Image Gallery (Snapshot)

Spectrum Scanning

- User can save the pair of 
  spectrum & optical image

- 1200 gr/㎜ grating, Measured Neon lines 
  from calibration standard lamp
- Range : 530㎚ to 1050㎚
- Error average < 0.12㎚
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Material Science

- High sensitivity without damage
  Some thin samples, such as 2D meterial, can be easily damaged by high density laser. With 
  our system, users can measure high quality, Raman & PL, without sample damage
- Analysis all kinds of carbon and 2D meterials

Bio Science

- Measure chemical information without using stain
  Florescence imaing is possible using spectral mapping function
- LSPR

a

b

a. Single layer b. Multi layer

1200gr 
532㎚ 0.8㎽ 
10s exposure

a

b

a b

1200gr 
532㎚ <0.3㎽ 
5s exposure

a

b

a b

1200gr 
532㎚ 0.8㎽ 
5s exposure

2400gr 
532㎚ 0.8㎽ 
200 x 200 pixels

300gr 
532㎚ 0.8㎽ 
200 x 200 pixels

Graphene

SWCNT

BN

MOS2

Mouse Kidney
512 x 512 pixels

BPAE Cells
512 x 512 pixels

Convallaria
512 x 512 pixels
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Chemical Science

From micron scale to macro scale, our system provides users the solution

Photovoltaic Science

- With variety accessories such as probe station, users can have wider range measuring 
  function
- With probe station, we provide variety measurement solution
  Photocurrent measurement, photoconductive and also mapping solution on the 
  measurement

1200gr 
532㎚ <0.3㎽ 
exposure ~ 5s

1200gr 
532㎚ 15㎽ 
500 x 500 pixels
100㎛ x 100㎛

1200gr 
532㎚ 15㎽ 
500 x 500 pixels
5㎝ x 2.5㎝

300gr 
532㎚ 0.8㎽ 
500 x 500 pixels
40㎛ x 40㎛

BCB

Silicon

Solar Cell - Perovskite (40㎛ × 40㎛)

Photocurrent & EL
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Comparison PRISM vs FEX

PRISM FEX

Multiple excitation laser 2 3 (4)

Available laser lines PL : 375㎚, 405㎚
Raman/PL : 532㎚, 633㎚, 785㎚

PL : 325㎚, 375㎚, 405㎚
Raman/PL : 488㎚, 514㎚, 532㎚, 
                 633㎚, 785㎚ and on 
                 user request

Microscopic image ● ●

Main applications Raman/PL Raman/PL

Fully automated system ● ●

Interchangeable grating ▲ ●

Motorized variable 
confocal pinhole 〓 ●

EL/Photocurrent 
mapping function 〓 ●

Combined Raman/PL and 
functional microscope imaging 
(fluorescence, darkfield, ...)

〓 ●

System Diagram

● included     ▲ upgradable     〓 not available

PRISM

488㎚, 514㎚ 
Ar Laser

532㎚ 
DPSS Laser

633㎚ He-Ne Laser

785㎚ Diode Laser

Piezo Stage

Motorized XYZ Stage

Manual Stage

EL Probe Station

Cryostat
(4K ~ 10K)

FEX 
- Confocal Micro Raman Module)

375㎚, 405㎚ 
Diode PL Laser

Upright Microscope

Inverted Microscope

Microscope
▶ Specially designed to be easily integrated with commercial microscope
▶ It can also be equipped with other multimodality imaging capabilities such as reflected brightfield, dark-field, 
   DIC and fluorescence imaging

Additional Functions
▶ Probe Station - Photocurrent mapping (Room temp / Heat / Low temp / Vaccum)
▶ TCSPC (On user request)

Accessory
▶ Polarizer & Analyzer ▶ Dark Box

EMCCD

TE cooled CCD



To provide the best optical solutions

www.nostoptiks.com

Contact Us

TEL. 82.31.548.2990    E-Mail. nost@nostoptiks.com

Homepage. www.nostoptiks.com Facebook. www.facebook.com/nostinfo

Address. 105~107, BI, Korea Electronics Technology Institute(KETI)
        25, Saenari-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea.


